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Please Remember: Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making 
tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when 
actual weather differs from the weather forecast.  For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the 
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters. 

 

 

 
 

The Bottom Line  
 Avoid the steepest terrain in ravines like the Gulf of Slides, Tuckerman and Huntington Ravines where wind 

deposited snow has accumulated 
 Avoid open areas on and below steep slopes and gullies  

 Low visibility will make it difficult to tell whether the slope above you is wind loaded or wind scoured 
Natural avalanches remain possible until wind loading stops. These avalanches could be large and could occur without 
warning due to snow continuing to blow onto the slope above you. Human triggered slab avalanches will remain likely 
today even after the wind calms. These slabs may break above you and will be thick enough in many areas to contain the 
snow necessary to carry you into rocks, over cliffs or bury you. If you attempt to ski or climb today in or near avalanche 
terrain, stay on low angle slopes, avoid the bases of cliffs or leeward areas where drifting snow has accumulated and do 
not linger in avalanche paths. Avalanche danger is CONSIDERABLE today. 

Mountain Weather 
Steady light snow and snow squalls yesterday produced just over 5” of new snow in the Presidential Range yesterday and 
around 14” in the past 5 days. Wind increased in the early afternoon and blew from the west-northwest at an ideal speed 
for moving snow into the larger avalanche paths in the range. Expect cold temperatures today; 8F in the parking lot, 
around 0F near the base of east facing ravines and -10F on the summit. The temperature will rise to around 5F on the 
summit as the wind diminishes through the day. 

Primary Avalanche Problem 

 
Wind deposited slabs of snow have been deposited in east facing terrain for the past several days. Several layers of 
softer, weaker snow sit beneath these layers with an icy and hard surface below that. Cold temperatures since the most 
recent snowfall and wind loading have not encouraged bonding and settlement. A variety of sizes of avalanches are 
possible today though none of them could be considered harmless or small in most loaded terrain. 

Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion 
Today is a good day to consider the consequences of travel in avalanche terrain and to place a higher value on the red flags that are 
waving than the feeling that you must get after it. Many human factors may be at work in your group today. Certainly I feel the looming 
threat of an incoming mixed precipitation event this weekend and likely many other riders do as well. A moderate result in a stability test 
performed today could be, and often is, interpreted with a shrug of the shoulders and bias towards a “go” signal. The reality is that 
stability tests are really not that helpful when assessing wind slabs. Much better calculus for making a decision exists than any snow pit 
test could indicate. Reasons for this include multiple weak layers and interfaces are located at random depths scattered around multiple 
aspects (north-ish through south-ish) all resting on an ice crust that is resistant to bonding and may be driving a faceting process which 
is also spatially variable. The strength of these slabs is often impressive and can “bridge” across terrain by supporting itself on gully 
walls or against lower angled terrain below. But sometimes that bridging power, and the bonds that create it, fails under the slightest 
stress of new snow or a passing skier or hiker, often quite far from the point of fracture. Like any experiment or study, if you set out 
looking for some result, you will convince yourself that you have found it. Perhaps you’ll want to avoid this confirmation bias today and 
consider the obvious signs of recent or continued wind loading and recent avalanche activity. The feeling of scarcity that may be 
creeping into your decision matrix can be suppressed with the knowledge that it is only early January with lots more winter and good 
riding conditions yet to come. 


